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Introduction
It is interesting to note that the British poet William Wordsworth and the American author Walt
Whitman, two landmark figures of the Romantic Movement, considered their works to be
experimental. Despite the similarity of the authors' subject matter and opinions regarding
language, both poets come to this conclusion at very different stages in their careers and in very
different manners: Wordsworth claims the radical and experimental nature of Lyrical Ballads
almost prophetically in the advertisement that accompanied the 1798 version, while Whitman
admitted his own innovativeness with more reticence to a biographer near his death in 1892.
Admittedly, however, Whitman's own assessment of his poetic prowess does not begin at the
twilight of his career. We know now, for example, that he published reviews of Leaves of Grass
both anonymously and under aliases claiming the very things that he admits with such false
humility in the last years of his life. However, despite the differences between the styles of these
two authors, the subject matter they tackle in their works of poetry presents a view of the
industrialized world that links their works from an ideological perspective. Similarly, Whitman
and Wordsworth address in their prose works many of the linguistic debates and opinions
regarding non-standard speech and dialects that continue in the 21st century.
Until recent years, Romantic scholars supported the notion that the divergence between
British and American Romanticism was as wide as the Atlantic itself. However, due to recent
advances in critical scholarship surrounding the Romantic period on both continents, the rich
cultural interplay and ideological transmissions that occurred across the Atlantic are now finally
being illuminated. Initially, it may have been the level of apprehension of antebellum American
authors trying to �eparate themselves fully from their British counterparts in frenzied
construction of a new democracy that caused later scholars to gravitate towards the notion that a
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cultural phenomenon such as "Romanticism" could be as clearly demarcated as the political,
social, and economic boundaries of the period. Yet, it has become evident that the cultural
transmission between British and American writers of this period was much more liquid and
mutually informative than initially conceived (Pace and Scott 1-18). However, in light of these
recent discoveries, there now exist gaps and inconsistencies in critical scholarship focused on
many Romantic period authors and their trans-Atlantic influences, deficiencies that this
analytical study will in part attempt to rectify by outlining the ways in which the works of
Wordsworth and Whitman interrelate in regards to principles of Romanticism and the inclusion
of vernacular language in poetry. In particular, this study will clearly illustrate the Romantic
philosophies that become apparent in the textual structures of Ballads and Leaves while
contrasting the differences in the poetic subject matter of the two authors and the structural
differences that manifest themselves as a result of the authors' opinions of language, its function
in poetry, and its function as vox populi.
Independently, these two authors' works have been analyzed from many critical
perspectives, most recently new historic, psychoanalytic, and eco-critical. However, very little
attention focuses on these authors in a comparative manner. The small body of recent
comparative criticism primarily focuses on aesthetic or mystical similarities the two poets share,
such as Mystical Discourse in Wordsworth and Whitman (2006) by D.J. Moores. This work,
however, will focus on the ways in which these poets conceive of poetic language and the social
apprehensions that cause the authors to formulate such theories about the injection of vernacular
speech into poetic diction. Recent comparative criticism by Karen Karbiener compares "We are
Seven" to an earlier Whitman publication in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle entitled "The Child at the
Tomb" (1846) in an attempt to draw ideological and spiritual parallels that exist a decade before
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the publication of Leaves. Using both the findings of Karbiener's study and additional textual
evidence, this study will illustrate that symbolic similarities regarding Romantic philosophy exist
between the two authors, suggesting that Whitman to some degree appropriated and modified
Wordsworth's symbolism and used the ideas about vernacular language and the divinity of
nature found in Lyrical Ballads as the ideological basis for the 1855 publication of Leaves of

Grass.
Similarly, this study will also respond to critics of American romanticism, such as Leon
Chai, the author of The Romantic Foundations of the American Renaissance. Chai, like many
scholars of Whitman and the American Romantic movement, suggests that Whitman's
conception of Romanticism and its tenets is mediated by his relationship with Emerson (7).
Kenneth M. Price comments on this American critical tradition in Whitman and Tradition:
"[a]merican centered criticism has produced two familiar approaches to Whitman studies: first,
depictions of the poet as a primitive genius, an American Adam, who achieved "originality" by
reaching back to a primal era or by operating apart from a literary tradition, and second,
depictions of him as the Emersonian poet" (3). Price's statement briefly summarizes what has
become almost a critical consensus during the latter half of the twentieth century. However, this
study proposes a third interpretation: namely, that Whitman is much more closely aligned with
William Wordsworth, the father of British Romanticism, than initially conceived. This
interpretation may be, to many scholars, a counterintuitive task, linking the bard of American
democracy both textually and ideologically to a British poet of such a high stature. Yet, this
perspective promises to be a pertinent one given the linguistic philosophies that they both share
and the similarity of many Romantic structures found in their works. Whitman's Romanticism
reflects a literal and figurative interaction with the principles outlined by Wordsworth in Lyrical
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Ballads, and an interaction that is refined, matured, and reapplied in a different social context in
democratic and industrialized America.
Given the fact that both Wordsworth and Whitman wrote prolifically and revised
extensively throughout their careers, it is necessary, in the sake of continuity, to restrain my
analysis to small portions of the poets' careers. In regards to Wordsworth and Lyrical Ballads, 1
primarily draw examples for the 1798 version, while paying special attention to "Tintern Abbey"
and "We Are Seven." Other earlier poems will also be examined to illustrate the impact of
Wordsworth's linguistic theories and certain Romantic principles as they apply to the collective
body of his early work. Wordsworth's theories on language are taken from the "Preface"
published in conjunction with the revised Ballads in 1802. For contextual purposes,
Wordsworth's opinions of language will be cross-referenced with Coleridge's highly publicized
denouncement of the use of "common language" in Biographia Literia. This contrast provides a
concrete example of the dramatic shift that Wordsworth's theories signify within the literary
culture of the time period.
Similarly, my analysis of Whitman's texts will also be constrained to the works of his
earlier career, with some examples preceding the first publication of Leaves of Grass (1855) in
order to more fully illustrate the sources that influenced Whitman's Leaves. Whitman's language
theories are drawn from the "Preface" to the 1855 edition of Leaves. In addition, much of the
analysis will focus on "Song of Myself," while other poems will be cited to obtain a sense of
continuity with many of Whitman's themes. This study briefly examines "The Child at the
Tomb" (1846), a prose work that Whitman published in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, in an attempt
to draw an ideological parallel with Wordsworth's "We Are Seven" that existed almost a decade
before the first edition of Leaves in 1855.
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This study will employ many critical tools and paradigms drawn from the fields of
structural linguistics. A large portion of this study will focus on the manifestations of the poets'
language (parole) within a socio-cultural construct. This paradigm will highlight the ways in
which the authors' interactions with socio-cultural events, such as industrialization, the
Enclosure Act, and the Anglophobia of the Young America movement, impact the ways in which
their parole interacts and at times conflicts with the langue, or underlying system, of poetic
tradition. This study will also examine the ways in which Wordsworth and Whitman interact
with two binary oppositions central to Romantic philosophy, the living/dead and the
pastoral/industrial. An analysis of their interaction with the binaries will demonstrate how
instances of their parole interact with deep structures of Romantic discourse, at times
reformulating the efficacy of traditionally accepted binaries, supporting traditional privileging, or
presents a more neutral view that does not overtly favor either binary. However, the poets'
interactions with these binaries serve a larger cultural purpose and reflect their beliefs about the
quality of poetic parole and their desires to reconstruct the poetic langue to more accurately
reflect vernacular principles. This analysis will also demonstrate to what degree these socio
cultural factors lead the authors to promote a restructuring of the langues of their speech
communities so that these systems of language more accurately reflected the social factors that
influence the parole of their given cultures.
Roger Fowler illustrates the primary importance that linguistic structures play in the
analysis of literature and better explains the critical paradigm employed in this study. He states
that "the significance of linguistic structures in Literature is a function of the relationships
between textual construction and the social, institutional, and ideological conditions of its
production and reception" (12). Fowler's comment on the interaction of language, both as
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phenomena and literary text, with various social contexts highlights the philosophical lens
through which this study will view Whitman and Wordsworth. Their theories of language and its
potentialities as well as the stylistics and poetics of their works together with the various social,
economic, and industrial factors helped shape these theories and linguistic structures for several
reasons: primarily, the ideological and linguistic similarities that exist between Wordsworth and
Whitman are illuminated by an explication of the various structures and binaries that they
employ, favor, and at times redefine. Second, the analysis of the living/dead and
industrial/pastoral binaries will lend itself easily to a discussion of the various social, economic,
and political trends that caused Wordsworth and Whitman to contemplate the restructuring of
poetic langue based on the vernacular properties of language.
Chapter one documents the poets' theories of language itself and their particular beliefs
about its proper application in poetry. This chapter also discusses the social and cultural factors
that coincide with the authors' attempts to reshape the poetic langue. Both authors' opinions of
language are uniquely tied to the common man and his speech, as well as the geography and
objects of the natural world. Language, for Whitman and Wordsworth, is a system that is tied to
nature and the people in close proximity to its soil. It is in this environment that language is able
to attain its most commendable virtues and powerful expressions. In this natural context, phrases
and modes of expression are organically regulated, and thus a particular word or saying that
persists through time reflects an immutable truth beyond what period literary language is able to
communicate. In contrast, both attack previous tradition and an earlier poetic langue that
represent nothing more than ever-shifting aesthetic preferences of the literate elite. I frame these
authors' arguments for a more vernacular poetic langue within larger contextual movements to
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provide a backdrop for their parole and to highlight the transformations of Romantic philosophy
as it evolves from Wordsworth's Ballads in 1798 to Whitman's Leaves in 1855.
Chapter two draws more heavily on the Romantic structures found in these authors'
works. I examine how the authors deconstruct the living/dead binary using the Romantic idea of
natural divinity. Both authors utilize the Romantic symbols of vegetation, natural sounds, and the
rustic child to blur the lines that the living/dead binary denotes of phenomenological states. This
section's analysis utilizes Wordsworth's "We Are Seven" and Whitman's "The Child at the
Tomb" to compare the way in which the authors employ child interlocutors and older- and
presumably non-rustic- male questioners to highlight the continuity between life and death. In
addition, this chapter also draws attention to the artful similarities between these two works,
offering these similarities as evidence of Whitman's re-appropriation of Wordsworthian
Romanticism.
Chapter three contrasts the authors' subject matter using the pastoral/industrial binary. I
examine Wordsworth's "Tintem Abbey" and its presentations of rural and urban environments.
While the pastoral landscape provides Wordsworth with the peaceful tranquility needed to access
his poetic devices, the city is presented as a harsh and artificial existence in which Wordsworth
draws on memories of the pastoral to ameliorate the pains of vitiated city life. Whitman, on the
other hand, admires the spirit of the pastoral worker in "Song of Myself," but includes the city as
a poetic subject in an attempt to reflect the industrialized heart of American progress. This
chapter provides, perhaps, the most divergent interpretation of the two poets' works. However,
this contrast grows out of their differing circumstances and reflects the application of Romantic
principles in varying contexts.
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In conclusion, this analysis attempts to provide a succinct overview of the largest
similarities and differences found in the poetry of William Wordsworth and Walt Whitman.
Utilizing tools from structural linguistics, I outline the authors' conceptions of poetic language
and examine the authors' applications of vernacular language to poetry. In addition, this analysis
draws heavily on the Romantic similarities that these two poets share in regards to the
interactivity between human beings and the natural world. Despite these important similarities,
the historical and social contexts in which these authors were writing influence, perhaps, their
widest divergence. In order to ascertain the particular degree to which this divergence impacts
their similarities, I analyze the poets' presentations of the urban and pastoral environments in
order to frame their differences within the confines of a growing industrialism. However, these
contextual differences do not significantly detract from the thesis that Whitman's conception of
Romanticism and his interaction with Wordsworth's work were direct interactions.
This thesis proposes a new interpretation that challenges current critical notions that paint
Whitman's Romanticism, as Price documents in Whitman and Tradition, as either a relationship
with Wordsworth's work that is mediated by Emerson or a function of Whitman's bold and new
American originality (3). Although both previous interpretations are to some degree valid, they
· ignore some of the more explicit similarities that these two poets share in favor of patterns of
influence that can be witnessed in Whitman's private and public writings. However, this method
of inquiry poses a significant difficulty for two reasons: first, the nature of Whitman's nationalist
agenda would have never allowed him to publically admit his debt to the British laureate, as he
did to Emerson, while still maintain his posture as the bard of American democracy. Second, we
know that many of Whitman's personal writings were altered or destroyed by the poet himself,
leaving posterity only the information that he desired to be disseminated.
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1. Language and the Vox Populi

"Since language is the material in which the writer
must work ...his theories of what its potentialities
are does not remain an abstraction but enter
inevitably into his practice"
F.O. Matthiessen, American Renaissance
Language is a fundamental aspect of human experience and only becomes a more inseparable
tool to writers and the literary critic. Matthiessen's observation outlines the importance of
language and an author's opinions of how it functions as such considerations apply to the work
of the writer. To better analyze writers and their works it is necessary to understand how the
writers themselves conceived of the very tools used in the crafting of their texts. Therefore, it is
pertinent to discuss the ways in which Wordsworth and Whitman conceived and valued language
as a phenomenon before embarking on an extended analysis of its usage in their respective
works. It is important to note, however, that language cannot be divorced from the context in
which it is used. Thus, the following section of this study is devoted to illuminating the
reciprocal relationships between the authors' language, their opinions of its functions, and the
various poetic contexts that both contain the authors' parole and influence the opinions that lead
them to such usages in the first place. This discussion of Whitman's and Wordsworth's linguistic
perspectives will highlight the ways in which their instances of parole reflect larger Romantic
structures and attempt to subvert the langue of poetic tradition by incorporating vernacular
structures into their major works.
It can be said of both authors that their conceptions of language are somewhat
hypothetical, much in the same way that both Whitman and Wordsworth coined their own texts

"experimental." Available evidence suggests that for various reasons both authors deemed it
necessary to break forcefully from what had become standard literary tradition during the early
nineteenth century and formulate a new poetic tradition, one more accurately aligned with the
experiences and language of the common man. While this forceful break from contemporary
usage becomes their chief similarity, the contextual factors directly impacting this fissure vary
widely.
Wordsworth's Lyrical Ballads is partially a reaction to socio-economic factors, namely
the industrialization of Great Britain during the period leading up to the publication of Ballads in
1798. According to literary historians, beginning in about 17 60 the economy of Wordsworth's
native Lake District was impacted both by the "enclosure" of common farm land and the
encroachment of the "factory system" (MacLean 92-3). Industrialization, however, is not the
villain; it is rather the cause of a much larger problem. The separation of Man and Nature, which
is essentially a symptom of industrialization and urbanization, becomes Wordsworth's chief
concern along with a corollary devaluation in the natural world as poetic subject. These abstract
principles are literally reflected during the period in the large population shifts that occurred
when rural farmers, unable to till common land and rendered ineffective when compared to the
labor of large factories, relocated to urban centers seeking economic prosperity (MacLean 93).
For Wordsworth, a simpler poetic language addresses this growing fissure by again connecting
the language of men to objects within nature rather than artificial products of the industrial
revolution.
Conversely, Whitman's impetus is largely political in nature. Whitman's call for a
linguistic revolution stems from his desire to create a national tradition that is free from British
influence. Leaves of Grass, and the linguistic revolution it verbosely suggests, is Whitman's way
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of uniting American identity under the notion of democracy. Whitman's desire to cultivate a
tradition of American letters also reflects the apprehensions exhibited by many members of the
Young America movement and most notably one of Whitman's publicized sources of influence,
Emerson:
The great works of English literature, [Emerson] feared, would continue to serve
as models for the American writer despite their growth from different historical
circumstances ... Americans must be made to perceive that within the common
language they had to reclaim a different language, one that reflected their
unparalleled exposure to the mighty mother, nature. (Ziff 33)
Whitman's reaction to Emerson's apprehensions takes the form of Leaves of Grass. The textual
structure of Leaves reflects Whitman's attempt to rid the common American language of British
cultural influence by drawing at times on the aboriginal spirit of American English and the
rhythms and melodies of growing urban America. This parole takes the form of Whitman's
geographical and biological catalogs in Leaves, literally echoing the very autochthonous spirit
that inhabits American English to further separate the art of American letters from its cultural

paternus.

Wordsworth and an Organic Language
The language of Wordsworth's Lyrical Ballads differs drastically from the literary
language of the late eighteenth/early nineteenth century, a distinction which Wordsworth himself
intentionally drew to highlight the incongruities of elevated speech. The preface to Ballads
provides a long list of critiques and traits within period literary language that Wordsworth finds
problematic. He attacks the "gaudiness and inane phraseology of many modem writers,"
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suggesting that their register ofdiction is indicative only of"false refinement or arbitrary
innovation" (264-5). Although many ofWordsworth's criticisms target stylistic conventions, the
triviality ofperiod poetic subject matter does not escape his censures: "[t]he invaluable works of
our elder writers ... are driven into neglect by frantic novels, sickly and stupid German tragedies,
and deluges ofidle and extravagant stories in verse" (266-7). The ostensible goal ofLyrical
Ballads, as it is outlined in the Preface ofthe 1802 version, is to ascertain the worth ofa poetry
arranged in "the language ofreal men in a state ofvivid sensation," which, as Wordsworth
suggests, will exemplify, by virtue ofusing vernacular language, a poetry of ''purpose" (263-5)
Outlined as an "experiment" (263), Wordsworth's publication was intended to be the cornerstone
ofa new "class ofpoetry" that more accurately reflects positive aspects ofEnglish society by
employing vernacular modes ofexpression. The "Preface" to Lyrical Ballads and many ofthe
poetic forms contained within the publication serve as an exploratory medium, allowing
Wordsworth to systematically argue for the reform ofpoetic language by presenting the artistic
qualities and didactic values of"low and rustic" situations and language. Wordsworth's
conception ofthe contexts in which these different modes oflanguage are produced reflects the
tension between the organic/artificial binary, and Wordsworth's parole in Ballads reflects the
traditional Romantic favoring ofthe organic. Neoclassical literary language is considered to be
an artifice linked to transitory aesthetic principles, while the common vernacular speech is
denoted as organic due to its use by people in close proximity to the natural world and the self
regulatory principles ofun-standardized speech.
Wordsworth denotes the usage ofmany modern writers as artificial for several stylistic
reasons. He states that modern writers "indulge in arbitrary and capricious habits ofexpression,
in order to furnish food for fickle tastes and fickle appetites, oftheir own creation" (265). This
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statement demonstrates two principles regarding Wordsworth's conception oflanguage: first,
Wordsworth suggests that literary language is rapidly changing or "fickle;" second, Wordsworth
further illuminates the fact that such period literary tastes are not aligned with any serious
philosophical or spiritual movement and as a result lack purposeful subject matter. These
contemporary modes ofexpression are rather a convenient creation ofthe literary critic or
elevated author, effectively characterizing modern poetic language as a form ofexpression
separated from the type oforganic regulation that makes common speech, or rather un
standardized language, more sensually affective.
Common speech is conversely aligned with many organic principles in the Preface.
Initially, common speech is discussed as organic due to its usage by people in close physical
proximity to nature. The vernacular speech is spoken by farmers and artisans and tradesmen.
Thus, their language carries in it the "many permanent and beautiful forms ofnature," connoting
that common language is both mimetic and dependent on objects in the natural world as referents
(265). Similarly, the ability ofvernacular speech to persist and adapt its modes ofexpression
throughout time also reflects organic principles:
[T]he language, too, ofthese men is adopted (purified indeed from what appears
to be its real defects, from all lasting and rational causes ofdislike or disgust)
since such men hourly communicate with the best objects from which the best
part oflanguage is originally derived; and because, from their rank in society and
the sameness and narrow circle oftheir intercourse, being less under the influence
ofsocial vanity they convey their feelings and notions in simple unelaborated
expressions. Accordingly, such a language arising out ofrepeated experience and
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regular feelings, is a more permanent, and a far more philosophical language, than
that which is frequently substituted for it by poets. (265)
In this passage, Wordsworth outlines the two principles of vernacular speech that characterize
such specific manifestation of language as organic. First, physical proximity allows interlocutors
to communicate continuously with "the best objects from which the best part of language is
originally derived." This statement denotes that nature functions with a primacy over language,
suggesting that language is only a derivative of nature. Thus, the relatively close physical
proximity that common speakers have to nature allows them to connect directly with what
Wordsworth considers to be the source of language in general. Similarly, vernacular language is
also discussed in terms of its resilience of expression. Wordsworth highly values the fact that
vernacular expressions have been repeatedly tested by interlocutors and still hold value despite
their repeated usages. Both of these factors influence Wordsworth's homage to vernacular
speech in the various poems contained in Lyrical Ballads. For example, the language of "Simon
Lee," through its pure simplicity, is able to preserve the melody of the ballad form by
highlighting the modesty of the monosyllabic vernacular language the poem employs:
One summer-day I chanced to see
This old man doing all he could
To unearth the root of an old tree,
A stump of rotten wood.
The mattock tottered in his hand;
So vain was his endeavor,
That at the root of the old tree
He might have worked for ever. (73-80)
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The largest bulk of this stanza conforms to the iambic tetrameter that characterizes the ballad
style. Only lines seventy five, seventy eight, and eighty possess any hints of metrical irregularity.
However, the most striking aspect of this stanza is how effectively Wordsworth is able to
reconcile traditional English syntax with the complexity of metered verse. The syntax of line
seventy eight is inverted from the traditional (Noun Phrase 1 +Verb-be+ Adjective) to
(Adjective+ Verb-be+ Noun Phrase 1) to preserve the end rhyme that occurs with "endeavor"
and "ever," while the rest of the stanza's lines reflect the most common structures found in both
prose English and the spoken tongue. Although the organic principles of vernacular speech and
its applicability to poetry are expounded by Wordsworth in Lyrical Ballads, his theory was often
publicly attacked, most notably by his close friend and co-contributor to Ballads, Samuel Taylor
Coleridge in Biographia Literaria (1815).
Coleridge's reaction to Wordsworth's theories of poetic language stem from Coleridge's
conflict with the logical and philosophical principles that informed Wordsworth's valuation of
the organic properties of vernacular speech. Coleridge pointedly admits the necessity of the same
revolution in diction that Wordsworth calls for, yet argues that "low and rustic life" could in no
way produce a mode of speech sufficient for philosophers and poets (483 ). The single point that
causes this great differentiation between the two writers is the origin of language: Wordsworth
cites nature as the origin of language, while Coleridge ascribes the human mind as the designer
of human communicative faculty: "(t]he best part of human language, properly so called, is
derived from reflection of the acts of the mind itself. It is formed by a voluntary appropriation of
fixed symbols to internal acts, to processes and results of imagination, the greater part of which
have no place in the consciousness of uneducated men" (484). This passage contrasts with
Wordsworth's opinions on several key points. Namely, Coleridge denotes that language is
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innately tied to a human's internal cognitive processes and not to the natural world at large.
Thus, Coleridge disagrees with Wordsworth's first principle of the organic nature of language by
denying that a close proximity to the physical world provides a more satisfactory corollary
between language and object. Additionally, Coleridge dismisses the second principle of
Wordsworth's organicism: language for Coleridge is not in any way venerated or time tested; it
is rather the conscious creation of literate, educated men. Coleridge's definition asserts that the
association between sign and signifier is created through a "voluntary appropriation" of both
object and symbol, an activity that Coleridge further stresses should not be conducted by men
unfamiliar with the eloquence and seriousness of English letters.

Whitman, Political Impetus, and the Anxiety of Influence
In many ways Walt Whitman's relationship to William Wordsworth and other British
poets could be described as a tenuous silence. Despite the fact that Whitman read contemporary
British poets such as Tennyson and valued Wordsworth's work as highly as that of the American
authors Longfellow and Bryant, he refused to acknowledge their influence of his work (Stovall
238). Furthermore, Whitman's conception of language calls for what he describes as an
American language, a language of democracy, or in short a language free from the cultural and
linguistic influence of Great Britain. When examined in conjunction with the literary movements
of the time period, Whitman's texts display a deep desire to create a literature that is distinctly
American. Many writers of the mid-nineteenth century, including Whitman, realize that their
forms and subject matter have been radically outpaced by the progress of American
development, thus many of Whitman's poetics and language theories represent a means of
making American language and literature reflective of these radical changes (Moltke-Hansen 3).
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However, despite the clear line that Whitman draws between himself and the proponents of
British letters, his conceptions of poetic language align quite succinctly with some of the organic
principles of language that Wordsworth posits in Lyrical Ballads.
Walt Whitman, the self proclaimed bard of American Democracy, is quick to re
appropriate British poetic and linguistic tradition in the 1855 Leaves of Grass, both overtly and
explicitly in the Preface and more subtly with the book's radical shift in form and diction. The
opening lines of Whitman's Preface describe the alteration that Whitman both calls for and
brings about through the dissemination of Leaves, outlining the shifting relationship between
American culture and its sources of influence:
America does not repel the past or what it has produced under its forms or amid.
other politics or the idea of castes or the old religions ...accepts the lesson with
ca\mness ... is not so impatient as has been supposed that the slough still sticks to
opinions and manners and literature while the life which served its requirements
has passed into the new life of the new forms. (7)
Whitman's vision of American language and culture is one of a necessary and gradual deviation
away from British literary influence. This type of opinion is common for writers operating within
the confines of a post-colonial culture and even characterizes the motivations of many Young
American writers in particular. Whitman's diction in this passage, despite his less than overt
dismissal, betrays at least his unspoken acknowledgement of British influence in American
literary culture. The term "under" as it is applied to political forms or past institutions recalls the
very real oppression of the American colonies less than a century before the publication of
Leaves in 1855 and the lingering traces of British culture that are reflected in American popular
culture and literary tradition. However, Whitman tactfully recognizes the extent to which British
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influence has benefited the art of American letters. He notes that "America does not repel the
past." It rather has absorbed the past and re-appropriates the parts that were deemed useful in the
creation of a literary culture that could be described as uniquely American. Whitman's silence
regarding his own level of British influence, coupled with his public dismissals of popular
British poets like Tennyson, makes it difficult to draw any conclusions,, other than those based on
inference or stylistic commonalities, as to the specific poets and works from which he drew
inspiration. However, despite Whitman's own reticence to name his British sources of influence,
his language theories align themselves with those put forth by William Wordsworth in Lyrical
Ballads.
Wordsworth's and Whitman's most connective linguistic fiber centers around one
structure: the common man and his language. Vernacular speech in Wordsworth's work is
addressed in terms of its organic value, a property which endows the common usage of language
with a direct connection to nature and a power of usage based on repetitive applications and
persistence through time, whereas poetic diction reflects transitory principles of aesthetic beauty.
Whitman, however, refines these principles to fit the context of mid-19 th century America. While
Wordsworth's anxiety stems from what can most easily be considered industrial problems,
Whitman's call for re-structuring possesses a more democratic quality:
Other states indicate themselves in their deputies ... but the genius of the United
States is not best or most in its executives or legislatures, not in its ambassadors or
authors of colleges or churches or parlors, nor even the newspapers or inventors ...
but always most in the common people. Their manners speech dress
friendships ...their fluency in speech. (8)
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It is interesting to note the level to which Whitman attempts to equalize what many.would
consider fundamental American institutions. The "deputies" that often represent America's
greatness are in Whitman's eyes only incomplete symbols. They are manifestations of America's
people, literal bodies meant to stand for the "common people" in terms of state issues, religious
morality, and those of literate communication. Whitman continues and contrasts the brilliance
found in simple, unadulterated common speech with the elevated language of the philosopher
and the writer: "(t]here is that indescribable freshness and unconsciousness about an illiterate
person that humbles and mocks the power of the noblest expressive genius. The poet sees for a
certainty how one not a great artist may be just as sacred and perfect as the gr�at artist" (11).
The confluence between the ideals of both Whitman and Wordsworth becomes strikingly
apparent in this passage, as does the gaping discord between the ideas of Whitman and those
proposed by Coleridge in response to Wordsworth's theories. The language of poetry for both
Wordsworth and Whitman is a function of the common people which the artist himself
represents, rather than a mental creation used to intellectually distance the artist from the
common people through notions of linguistic complexity and superiority. Whitman notes that the
poet must be "commensurate" with his people, further driving home the equality and democratic
principles his conception of poetic language is founded on (11). However, Whitman's
biographers note that this egalitarian impulse was not merely a rhetorical posture, and Whitman's
life and close circle of friends reflected the values of the common people. Justin Kaplan writes in

Walt Whitman: A Life that "his closest friends were laborers, drivers, (and] semiliterates" (15).
Whitman's Leaves also values the strong connection and physical proximity to the natural
world, which Whitman describes in terms of America, that Wordsworth lauds in Ballads, so
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much so that Whitman interjects many Native American terms for geographic features and
animals into the new American English he devises in Leaves. Whitman notes of the poet:
he incarnates its geography and natural life and rivers and lakes. Mississippi with
annual freshnets and changing chutes, Missouri and Columbia and Ohio and Saint
Lawrence with the falls and beautiful masculine Hudson, do not embouchure
where they spend themselves more than they embouchure into him. (9)
The American poet, in Whitman's conception, is able to bring to life the bio-diversity of the
nation's landscape by echoing the great cultures that comprise the brilliant diversity that
Whitman celebrates. The above passage displays in its sense of place the great influences from
which American English expands. Native American terms such as "Mississippi, Missouri, and
Ohio" are coupled with physical entities that venerate the first generation of European explorers,
such as "Hudson and St. Lawrence." Whitman's preference for Native American terms applies
also the city that formed his largest subject of poetic study: the name "New York," to
Whitman, connoted the oppression and continued influence of British culture, while the Native
American derived "Manhattan" characterizes the city as a shining beacon of New World
democratic ideals: "'Mannahatta!' the old Whitman was to exclaim. 'How fit a name for
America's great democratic island city! The word itself, how beautiful! how aboriginal! "'
(Kaplan 107). The emphasis that Whitman places on the Native American influence on
American English implies an intimate connection between a language, its speakers, and the
natural world that shapes and molds the language itself.
Furthermore, Whitman includes many animal and plant names that are derived from
Native American languages or purely constructions of American English, thus ignoring scientific
or Latinate classifications such as genus or species, and focusing instead on specific living things
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in terms relatable to the common American. In Leaves of Grass Whitman chronicles several
aspects of North American arboreal biology, including hickory, cottonwood, and tuliptree, and
several species of wildlife specific to America, including the qua-bird, surf-duck, indian-hen, and
mockingbird (9). Much in the way that Wordsworth does, Whitman assigns a value to the land
and its power to shape and mold language. For Whitman, words are not mental constructions
able to be divorced from the objects that they represent or signify. Language, and more
importantly the relationship between speaker and object, is meant to be inclusive rather than
exclusive, as Coleridge suggests. Thus, it is interesting to note how this technique blends
together several cultures while simultaneously suggesting that the connection between the literal
land, or natural world, and the language existed before the American continent was populated by
Anglophonic culture.
In addition, Whitman also appropriates colloquial expressions to imitate the rough and
crude working nature that his poetic persona exudes. For example, he describes "the belched
words of my voice" (29). Aside from the inclusion of rough and colloquial language, Whitman
similarly employs many periphrastic constructions such as "bosom-bone" (33) and "duck
shooter" (41) to further separate his modes of expression from sources of British influence.
These constructions utilize the combination of lexical items to retain a standard semantic
interpretation, in the case of the above constructions they are most likely "sternum" and
"hunter," while creating new terms inspired by the American poetic subject matter that they
imitate. Stylistically, these constructions and neologisms perform both metrical and alliterative
functions in addition to their functions as exemplars of a new American English poetic language:
You settled your head athwart my hips and gently turned over
upon me,
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And parted the shirt from my bosom-bone, and plunged your
tongue to my barestript heart (32-3)
Both clauses containing Whitman's neologisms, "bosom-bone" and "barestript," are structurally
parallel, following the pattern of (Noun Phrase 1 + Verb-transitive+Noun Phrase 2) with Noun
Phrase 1 being an implied subject, "You," that is carried over from the previous line. Whitman's
unique constructions function as part of the prepositional phrases used to provide context for the
lines' transitive verbs. However, these constructions similarly contribute to the metrical
complexity of Whitman's verse, functioning as markers of Whitman's oratorical move toward a
cadence. The syllabic construction of these lines too appears to be almost parallel, with
Whitman's constructions functioning as amphibrachic ends to lines containing three iambic feet.
Yet it is worth noting that there is some irregularity in the syllable length of the verbs in the lines
discussed, but this irregularity functions as a part of Whitman's rhetorical anaphora in which he
moves toward a rhythmic cadence by repeating parallel constructions with minor variations.
Whitman's direct addresses about British poetry and poets, in addition to his disregard of
traditional poetic styles, paint a portrait of staunch nationalist, "one of the roughs," a pioneer of
American letters. Yet, Whitman's self appointed task of founding a school of American literature
came at a difficult time in the nation's short independent history and in many ways represents the
impact of industrialization on American poetic subject matter and a growing Anglophobia among
the Young America movement.
Poetry and the Vox Populi
It appears after careful examination of Wordsworth's and Whitman's prefaces that their
conceptions of poetry and poetic language do much to account for the tastes of the common man
and his language. Wordsworth champions the idea of organic language, which Whitman seconds
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through the expressed valuation of the natural world and its impact on American English in

Leaves of Grass. However, it is difficult to ascertain completely the various social factors that
caused them to break with tradition. Wordsworth appears to be reacting, at least in a large part, to
socio-economic factors arising from the industrial revolution, a phenomenon that is not isolated
to the preface of Lyrical Ballads. Scholars note, however, that Wordsworth's defense of rural
society was not an implicit favoring, but was rather a reaction to social restructuring that he was
immediately confronted with in his native county:
these tendencies to consider the peasant would hardly have been precipitated had
Wordsworth not been disturbed by the economic condition in which he found the
peasentry of his native Lake country when he and Dorothy, coming home ...to the
region that spoke their own accent, took up residence at the Dove and Olive
Branch cottage ... at the end of 1799. (MacLean 89)
In addition, biographical information notes that Wordsworth's poetic interaction with the rural
and common man was not merely a rhetorical posture. Wordsworth associated himself with a
"few intellectual friends and the natives," and notes in his sister's journals indicate that
Wordsworth's interactions with locals of the Lake District were not isolated and occurred
frequently (MacLean 89). Wordsworth's apprehension with the industrial is explored in greater
detail in Chapter three, in which I analyze his portrayals of the city and the country, how they
function as contrastive landscapes within the poems themselves, and how these depictions of
urban environments coincide with Wordsworth's apprehension with industrialization and its
effects on Great Britain.
Whitman, on the other hand, appears to have socio-political motivations of some kind,
which include the further separation of American poets from subject matter and stylistic
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conventions traditional to British literary culture. Whitman's call for a tradition of American
letters in Leaves of Grass performs a valuable nationalist function within the context of the
Young America movement. David Moltke-Hansen writes that many American writers during the
mid-nineteenth century "felt acutely the lag of American letters behind the movement of the
American people" (3). This sobering realization, along with the apprehensions of Emerson
discussed at the beginning of the chapter, heavily influenced Whitman's move toward a more
nationalist agenda. The point of reconciling the art of American poetry with the progress of the
American people was a twofold endeavor for Whitman. First, Whitman's appropriation of urban
themes and subject matter represents his desire to make American letters reflective of a continent
that has emerged from this economic and industrial progress united and focused on further
achievement. Whitman's treatment of urban environments, and the way that his presentations of
the city differ from Wordsworth's will be discussed in Chapter three. Second, in order to make
this shift away from the past all the more realizable, Whitman necessarily had to create a new
mode of poetic expression, both in language and form, unique to the Americas.
Despite the confluence of Wordsworth's and Whitman's opinions regarding the common
man and vernacular language in poetry, their opinions grew out of very different, and in many
ways contrasting, contextual factors. Whitman, in both thought and praxis, employs American
English vernacular to separate the art of American letters irrevocably from tenets of British
poetic tradition. Wordsworth, on the other hand, devises a form of poetry that counteracts many
aspects of industrialization and reinforces Romantic concepts such as the divinity of nature, the
· value of rustic environments, and the power of poetic perception. However, in spite of the
differing contextual influences impacting these authors' opinions regarding the function of
vernacular language in poetry, the parole of their poetic works represent aspects of traditional
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Romanticism. These poets view nature as a mediator of certain spiritual elements, which makes
their linking of language to natural objects a function of their Romantic values while their
theories of language simultaneously characterize them as social or political activists with respect
to the various contextual factors that influenced their decisions. Chapter two discusses the
aspects of Romantic tradition that both poets exemplify in their works in greater detail. In
addition, a selection of Whitman's earlier work, "The Child at the Tomb" (1846), will be
examined in terms of its similarities to Wordsworth's "We Are Seven" to further support the
notion that Whitman appropriated many Wordsworthian ideals through his interactions with
Emerson's work and directly through readings of and responses to Wordsworth's Lyrical
Ballads.
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2. Romanticism and the Divinity of Nature

1. Words are sings of natural facts.
2. Particular natural facts are symbols of
spiritual facts.
3. Nature is the symbol of the spirit.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, Nature
Given the fact that both Whitman and Wordsworth valued the intimate connection between the
natural world and their speech communities, it is not difficult to place them within the confines
of a shared Romantic tradition that valued the natural world and its spiritual aspects. The organic
nature of vernacular language that both poets valued, which stems from the use of common
language in close physical contact with nature and the evolutionary self-regulation that
vernacular phrases are subject to, serves as an acceptable mediator between the vision of the
poets and the divinity present in the natural world. The following chapter comparatively analyzes
Wordsworth's and Whitman's conceptions of natural divinity as they appear in the binary
structures of Leaves and Ballads. Most apparent is the binary of living/dead, and both authors
devote a significant amount of time to the treatment of this phenomological distinction. Ballads
and Leaves present the transference of life and energy in very similar fashions using eerily
synonymous symbolism. These similarities further support the notion of a shared Romantic
tradition between the two authors and provide some evidence as to the indebtedness of Whitman
to Wordsworth despite Whitman's silence.
In addition, this point of comparison, in which both poets renegotiate the semantic
properties of the living/dead binary based on the Romantic principles of natural divinity and the
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interconnectedness of natural objects, links Wordsworth and Whitman thematically, setting up a
continuity that will be intentionally disrupted in Chapter three by contrasting the poets'
conceptions of urban environments. However, this contrast does not significantly detract from
the idea of a shared Romantic tradition and pattern of influence: it rather presents Whitman's
application of urban poetic subject matter as an acceptance of industrial progress aimed at
encompassing the breadth of American democracy, while Wordsworth's devaluation of the city
is a reaction to its industrial foundations which assault and render his poetic faculties
inaccessible.
The living/dead binary comprises a significant part of the works of Wordsworth and
Whitman given their Romantic leanings. The poets are most closely aligned in regard to the
divinity of nature and the interconnectivity of man's physical manifestations and other natural
objects within the process of the larger natural cycles of birth, physical death, and decay.
Physical matter to these two poets is a force beyond measure or denotation using conventional
lexical devices, and thus their Romantic parole challenges the ability of traditional language to
accurately reflect both the physical and spiritual interactions between man and nature. Although
neither poet overtly challenges the living/dead binary, major symbols in their works challenge
the traditional finality of death. The term "living," in the strictest grammatical sense, implies
something progressive, a continual and ongoing action. Structurally, it is only able to function
adjectivally in a declarative sentence (Noun Phrase l+Verb-be+Adjective) by virtue of its
function as a gerundive. Conversely, the term "dead" fits conveniently into this subject
complement slot, implying finality and a lack of animation. These traditional distinctions become
problematic for Whitman and Wordsworth due to the fact that the poets describe physical death
and decay in terms that connote a progressive interaction between man and nature. The dominant
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perspective in their works views natural life as a cycle that transcends the fragile and relatively
short period of individual human existence, functioning as a constituent part of some larger force
that is often beyond the perceptions of most normally rational humans, but not beyond the acute
vision of the poet himself.

Transcendentalism and Sprouting Grass
Wordsworth deals with this transcendent function of matter in several of his works
although some treatments of this concept are more overt and explicit than others. "We Are
Seven" represents one of the more indirect presentations of the tension created by the living/dead
binary in Wordsworth's early poetry. The main subject of the poem, a young girl described as a
"simple Child," engages in conversation with an older male narrator who attempts to ascertain
the specific number of her siblings. She admits the death of two of her siblings, but still
unwaveringly includes them in the account of her total family members. Despite the narrator's
insistence, the young girl continues:
"Their graves are green, they may be seen,"
The little Maid replied,
"Twelve steps or more from my mother's door,
And they are side by side. (3 7-40)
The young girl's statement is subtle yet indicative of a Romantic principle that appears·
throughout the works of Wordsworth and Whitman. The phrase, "Their graves are green, they
may be seen," implies both a progressive interaction between beings traditionally considered
"dead" and the natural world and the realization that there is little distinction, at least in the eyes
of the cottage girl who functions as a symbol of nature and the vernacular language, between life
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and death as a result. Interestingly, the older, more educated narrator is unable to accept this
world view and continually insists on some sort of distinction between the living and the dead, a
proposition to which the cottage girl flatly states, "Nay, we are seven!" (69). Mary Jacobus
affirms that the "matter-of-factness of the child's remark... beautifully suggests the peaceful
continuity which for her exists between life and death, in contrast to the adult's consciousness of
division and finality" (103). Wordsworth's choice to utilize a rustic child as the catalyst for this
Romantic principle suggests that the rational perceptions of the narrator are immune to the
minute processes of nature that communicate such a reciprocal interaction between life and
death. Thus, the child, in either her innocence or rustic proximity to nature, is able accept with
calmness the cyclical nature of existence that Wordsworth records in this short poem. This
example displays at least one of the ways that the traditional living/dead binary and its
denotations are being challenged by Wordsworth's rustic child. It is possible that the older
narrator, who comments on the cottage girl's "rustic, woodland air" (9) to separate himself from
her natural sphere, is conditioned by his language to see only the opposing terms of "living" and
"dead," ignoring the obvious continuity that appears between them.
In possibly Whitman's most overt interaction with Wordsworth's work a similar sense of
transcendence is sustained. "The Child at the Tomb," a short prose work published by Whitman
in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle in 1846, directly quotes Wordsworth's "We are Seven" and parallels
the short poem almost directly. Whitman opens his work with the following lines:
(- A little child
That lightly draws it breath
And feels its life in every limbWhat should it know of death?) (144)
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These four lines are almost identical to the first stanza of Wordsworth's "We Are Seven" and
differ only in the substitution of "little" in place of "simple" as a descriptor for the child that
forms the subject of both works. In "Intimations of Imitation," Karen Karbiener suggests that
Whitman may have changed this minute detail to either distance himself from Wordsworth or to
disguise the portions and theme that he bonowed from "We Are Seven" (151-3).
Much as in Wordsworth's poem, the living/dead binary plays a pivotal role in
Whitman's "The Child at the Tomb." The interactions between the young female protagonist and
an older male narrator essentially mirror the interactions that occur in "We are Seven." However,
where Wordsworth draws a direct connection between death and nature using grass and natural
growth as a symbol, Whitman's protagonist acknowledges phenomological differences between
the living and the dead while still suggesting there is a progressive relationship among the dead,
the natural world, and those living in it. Whitman's little child informs the narrator that despite
the fact that her sister is "dead," she still hears "all the birds sing'' (144). Furthermore,
Whitman's protagonist states that her sister "stops under this tree, till they bring me here, then
we are going to heaven together" (145).
However, several differences as well as several similarities exist when these two works
are read in conjunction. Primarily, Whitman's child directly references "heaven," acknowledging
that there is a separation between the physical realm in which her sister's body resides, and the
spiritual realm in which she and her sister will continue to when they are rejoined. Wordsworth's
protagonist, on the other hand, makes only a passing reference to "God" in line fifty-one, even
rebuking the narrator's claim that "[t]heir spirits are in heaven!" (66). It is apparent that both of
the protagonists conceive of death and its interaction with the living differently, with Whitman's
protagonist accepting that some sort of separation exists, while Wordsworth's protagonist affirms
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through the appeal to the natural processes of decay and rebirth that the only distinction between
life and death is arbitrary and linguistic.
Nevertheless, there exists an interesting similarity between these two works. Both
protagonists address the use of music and song to communicate a relationship between the living
and the dead. Wordsworth's "simple child" states that she sits around the graves of her siblings
and "sing[s] a song to them" (44). Whitman's child notes that her sister "hears all the birds sing"
(144). The oral and aural nature of this interaction between the living and the dead implies at
least a one way communication between these two groups. Wordsworth's protagonist mentions
her act of song without specifying whether or not the dead are able to intercept this form of
communication, whereas Whitman's protagonist explicitly states that her sister "hears" the song
that the birds sing to her daily. Thus, those living are limited in their ability to communicate
dialectically with the dead in manners conventional to human expression. However, this inability
is not so painful or disunited as one would suppose, at least in the fashion that Wordsworth and
Whitman present it due to the progressive interconnectivity of the living and the dead.
The dominant symbol of Whitman's Leaves treats the continual interaction of the living
and the dead in greater and more explicit detail than either "We Are Seven" or "The Child at the
Tomb." However, it should be duly noted that many of Whitman's poetic expressions in both

Leaves and "The Child at the Tomb," and certainly the philosophical basis for them, can be
traced back to "We Are Seven." Thus, despite Whitman's public silence regarding
Wordsworthian influence, textual evidence suggests that Wordsworth's work serves as material
of great importance to Whitman as he is writing the 1855 version of Leaves of Grass. However,
as Karen Karbiener notes, "[n]o passage in any of the twelve [Leaves] poems is so obviously
derivative or clumsily imitative" as "The Child at the Tomb" (155). Whitman's symbolism in
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Leaves does not border on imitation; it is rather a visceral re-appropriation of the progressive
interaction of the dead with objects in the natural world that Wordsworth only implies without
exploring or further expounding in "We Are Seven." In two longer passages near the opening of ·

Song ofMyself Whitman elucidates the ambiguity of the Leaves title, presenting a transcendental
view that challenges the traditional notion of the living/dead binary, suggesting instead a sort of
middle ground in which both the living and the dead approach an equal state of animation while
utilizing the child as interlocutor:
A child said, What is this grass? fetching it to me with full
hands;
How could I answer the child? .. .I do not know what it is any
more than he.
I guess it must be the flag of my disposition, out of hopeful green
stuff woven.
Or I guess it is the handkerchief of the Lord,
A scented gift and remembrancer designedly dropped,
Bearing the owner's name someway in the corners, that we may
see and remark, and say Whose?
Or I guess the grass is itself a child ... the produced babe of the
vegetation. (33)
The dynamics of this passage as they apply to the living/dead binary exhibit several differences
when considered in conjunction with "We Are Seven" and "The Child at the Tomb." Not only
does the child function as the questioner in this passage, a function that represents a stark
reversal from the rational adult questioners in "We Are Seven" and "The Child at the Tomb," but
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the narrator of Leaves seems to acknowledge a certain perceptive wisdom present in children that
rational thought cannot reproach. The child's perceptivity parallels the same perceptiveness of
Wordsworth's cottage child, again suggesting that the inability of Wordsworth's older narrator to
observe the progressive interaction between the dead and the living reflects the limits of his
language and its modes of representing this continuity. The child speakers of both authors'
works, however, further symbolize the inextricable connection between vernacular language and
certain natural truths that are beyond the perceptions of those separated from the natural world.
Whitman's narrator's explanation of the grass's function in the above passage moves from
ambiguity to clear specificity as the narrative progresses, further outlining the continuity between
life and death represented in "The Child at the Tomb" and "We Are Seven":
What do you think becomes of the young and old men?
And what do you think has become of the women and children?

They are alive and well somewhere;
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death,
And if there ever was it led forward life, and does not wait at the
end to arrest it,
And ceased the moment life appeared.
All goes onward and out ward .... and nothing collapses,
And to die is different from what any one supposed, and luckier. (34-5)
When read in conjunction with the previously cited passage, it becomes clear that Whitman
utilizes the grass in several symbolic functions. Namely, he states that the "smallest sprout shows
there is really no death." Thus, Whitman's narrator suggests a cyclical material relationship
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between the living and the dead much in the way that Wordsworth's protagonist does in "We Are
Seven" when she states, "[t]heir graves are green, they may be seen" (37). Both poets utilize
grass and vegetation as a symbol for the continuation of life. However, Wordsworth only implies
this cyclical relationship through the suggestion of his narrator in "We Are Seven," while
Whitman's narrator makes this relationship extremely explicit.
Interestingly, although Wordsworth only briefly presents the cyclical nature of life and
death in "We Are Seven," his philosophies regarding the transcendence of the human spirit are
expounded in greater detail in a note regarding "Ode: Intimations of Immortality." Wordsworth
discusses in this note the idea of "pre-existence" in regards to the human spirit (307). This
explicit treatment of death and its relationship with life aligns with several of the statements
made by Whitman in Song ofMyself. Wordsworth writes:
We will grieve not, rather find
Strength in what remains behind;
In the primal sympathy
Which having been must ever be;
In the soothing thoughts that spring
Out of human suffering ... (179-84)
Although physical death may occur, Wordsworth again posits a spiritual interaction present in
this cyclical process of birth and death. That which has been, that which has lived and breathed
before does not disappear, rather it only changes forms and by the laws of nature "must ever be."
This concept applies to several of Whitman's images of grass in Song ofMyself. Whitman notes
that the grass bears the "owner's name someway in the comers" (36). The image suggests that
natural matter, whether it be in the form of grass as Whitman describes or the trees and flowers
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that Wordsworth alludes to in "Ode," carries with it inherent traces of the physical beings which
both came before it and provided it nutrition and sustenance as the previous beings decomposed.
In addition, Wordsworth extends the traditional denotations of animation to include the "living
air" in "Tintem Abbey," again commenting on the degree to which living matter exists beyond
the normal perceptions of average human beings (98). Through exposing these common degrees
of life, Wordsworth and Whitman are able to illuminate the deficiencies of traditional linguistic
distinctions and thus their interaction in this regard represents, to some degree, a shared
Romantic langue. However, some scholars note that the way that these authors interact with the
living/dead binary represents a traditional favoring of the "living."
In American Renaissance, F.O. Matthiessen comments on Whitman's use of vegetation
and more specifically the symbolic grass in Leaves to communicate the interaction between life
. and death. Although Matthiessen does not specifically address Wordsworth in this portion of his
analysis, his comments on Whitman's appropriation of vegetation as symbol of continuing life
are equally applicable to Wordsworth's symbols in "We Are Seven." Matthiessen notes that
Whitman's repetition of the grass symbol matures until "it springs up as 'the beautiful uncut hair
of graves,' and is a token of the cyclical progression of life, and its triumph over death" (548). In
many ways, Matthiessen's analysis, and its favoring of life and the "triumph" of life over death
oversimplifies the poetic perspectives that Wordsworth and Whitman present in "We Are Seven"
and "The Child at the Tomb." Whitman does not in any way devalue the dead or the idea of
"death," and in instances he even defends the idea of "death," equalizing its value with the
notions of "life" and "living":
And to die is different than any one supposed, and luckier.
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Has any one supposed it lucky to be born?
I hasten to inform him or her that it is just as lucky to die, and I
know it.
I pass death with the dying, and birth with the new-washed
babe .... and am not contained between my hat and boots (35)
The views ofWhitman as exemplified in this passage do not present a valiant "life" defeating the
notion of "death." Rather, Whitman's symbols present a vision of death that does not conform to
the traditional notions ofthe living/dead opposition. Wordsworth, by inference, using his
description ofthe cottage girl in "We Are Seven," posits a view oflife and death that is much
more interactive and progressive than the traditional linguistic distinctions that living/dead
implies. However, the inability to express in overt language the continuity ofthe living/dead
binary due to the confines ofdiscourse itselfnecessitates the employment of a less directly
referential medium: the literary symbol.
Textual evidence suggests that Wordsworth's and Whitman's interaction with the
living/dead binary have been largely symbolic, in part, to the way that the binary itselfis
structured within discourse. The living/dead binary epitomizes the opposite states ofanimation
for physical beings using traditional terms, yet Whitman and Wordsworth exploit the literary
symbol to make the continuity between these two lexical distinctions more apparent. Romantic
scholar Martin Bickman comments on this function and application ofthe symbolic:
The symbol not only encompasses the opposition ofthe known and the unknown,
but can embrace all the dualities that at the same time beleaguer and energize our
lives. It does so not by fusing the contrarieties indistinguishably together, but by
presenting a deeper and broader perspective, from which they can be viewed as
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complementary rather than conflicting aspects of a more inclusive process,
systoles and diastoles of a single rhythm. (8)
Arguably, Whitman's and Wordsworth's symbolic representations of the living/dead binary
achieve what Bickman calls a "broader perspective." It is interesting to note, however, that
Bickman's description of the symbolic only moves from ambiguity to specificity when the
symbol of the human heart is employed, suggesting that all concepts exist interdependently
although paradoxically separated from one another by their difference in function. When applied
to Whitman's and Wordsworth's symbols of life and death, the interactivity between the systolic
and diastolic functions of these two opposing concepts, which replicate the complex system of
movement and counter-movement that pumps blood through a human heart, becomes more
apparent. The confluence between these two Romantic authors, however, is indicative of the
degree to which the parole of both authors engages with larger structures of Romantic discourse.
The similar employment of natural symbolism, which reflects the inadequacies of more
literal language as a system of parole suitable within the confines of Romantic structures,
communicates the degree to which the poetic parole of Whitman and Wordsworth challenges the
langue of previous poetic traditions. In addition, the poets display a convergence on the idea of a
strong continuity between life and death in "The Child at the Tomb" and "We Are Seven," which
further suggests that Whitman, to some degree, re-appropriated ideas and concepts outlined in
Wordsworth's Romantic writings. While Chapter one has outlined the many immutable
similarities between these two poets in regards to the restructuring of the langue of poetic
tradition based on vernacular and common functions of language, Chapter two displays ways in
which the parole of these poets engages with and supports many structures central to the ideals
of Romanticism. However, Chapter three outlines what becomes the largest dissimilarity
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between these two authors. Romanticism has traditionally favored pastoral environments for the
peace and tranquility that they allow the poet, yet the city, the rhythms and noises of the urban,
comprise the foreground of Whitman's Leaves in 1855. Wordsworth, on the other hand,
conforms to the traditional favoring of the pastoral environment given the economic and
industrial apprehensions that he began to feel in the latter part of the eighteenth century,
including the restructuring of his native Lake District, the large population shifts towards urban
centers, and the enclosure of common farm land. Whitman, however, embraces the urban as a
symbol of American progress, and does so because, among other reasons, he recognizes that the
American poetic vision must account for and reflect the same large scale industrial progress that
leads Wordsworth to seek the peaceful tranquility of the country.

..
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3. Country Silence and City Rhythms
While the conclusions of Chapter two suggest a shared Romantic tradition between
Wordsworth and Whitman that centers around the divinity of nature and the limits of language in
its ability to accurately reflect the progressive interaction between life and death, their
presentations of the pastoral/industrial binary reflect the widely differing contexts which
influence their parole. The authors' opinions of the industrial world and the natural world further
reflect the social and political factors that led to their conceptions of language outlined in
Chapter one, which concluded that both poets favored a restructured poetic langue based on
vernacular speech due to its organic qualities and its use in close proximity to the natural world.
Wordsworth's interaction with the pastoral/industrial binary is decidedly one-sided: he
places a premium, in both imagery and subject matter, on rural situations and often presents the
city, a symbol of industrialism and separation from nature, as a tenuous and unwelcoming
environment in which the mind and spirit of man yearn to be in physical contact with the soil.
Kenneth MacLean notes that "[i]n Wordsworth's writings the forces of evil which are destroying
rural society are represented as industrial and bourgeois" (95). Wordsworth's implicit favoring of
the pastoral reflects his discomfiture with the diction that characterized neo-classical literary
language and his growing concern over industrialization. To combat the artifice of period poetics
and the literal separation of man from his natural environment caused by migration to urban
centers, Wordsworth uses the vernacular language, which he believes is more aligned with
natural objects of a universal importance, to present a pastoral tranquility that contrastingly
devalues the city and its function as a symbol of industrial progress.
Whitman, on the other hand, does not overtly try to favor either of the binaries, but rather
by necessity in his quest to unite America under the notion of democracy must appropriate the
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city as a proper subject in Leaves, representing a stark reversal of what had once been a
villainous symbol for many early Romantics such as Wordsworth. Perhaps this equanimity in

Leaves exists because Whitman is writing in the middle of the century and therefore has grown
up witnessing much of the industrial progress that Wordsworth reacts to so vehemently in his
early publications. However, simple exposure to industrial progress cannot fully explain
Whitman's acceptance and equivocation of the pastoral/industrial. The treatment of occupations
and situational environments in Leaves possesses the same democratic quality that characterizes
Whitman's ideas regarding language reform. Whitman's situation as a writer in the early years of
Young America, which, in Chapter one, was discussed as a desire to connect American English
to the natural world of America's frontier and objects that were of consequence to the average
American citizen, influenced many his ideas regarding the formation of a unique body of
American literature. Leaves draws heavily from American English constructions in an attempt to
accurately reflect American people and their lives. However, the context of his task necessitates
a degree of separation between himself and the structures and poetics of earlier British Romantic
writers. While Wordsworth is able to exclude the city life and its dwellers from his poetic subject
matter, Whitman, with all of his democratic and egalitarian motivations, is not able to exclude
the sounds and passing faces of the city from his poetic vision. Despite the many similarities that
these two authors share in regards to the restructuring of the poetic langue based on the inclusion
of a vernacular parole and their struggles to represent symbolically the interaction of life
processes within the confines of an inherently limited language, their choice of poetic subject
matter, and the sociolinguistic factors that influence their authorial decisions, become their
widest degree of separation.
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"Tintern Abbey" and the Harmony of Vision
Perhaps one of Wordsworth's most emblematic poems regarding the contrast of pastoral
and urban environments, "Tintem Abbey" outlines briefly the poet's conceptions of nature, the
city, and the complex interrelationships of natural objects within his own poetic vision. In
addition, the structure of the poem itself reflects many of the linguistic principles favoring the
inclusion of vernacular constructions that Wordsworth outlined in the "Preface" to Ballads.
However, it is correct to note that the poem's subject matter, namely Wordsworth's sublime
vision of nature, influences the overall style of the poem. Composed in blank verse, the form of
Wordsworth's meditative piece deviates from the typical ballad style that characterized poems
like "Simon Lee" and "We Are Seven," while employing a more elevated poetic style to
maintain a conversational tone. The regularity of the poem's iambic pentameter and the lack of
end rhyme allow Wordsworth to largely preserve the syntax that would occur in prose or speech.
In "Tintern Abbey," Wordsworth's assertion "that there neither is, nor can be, any essential
difference between the language of prose and metrical composition" is realized to at least a large
degree (268). Devoid of a confining rhyme scheme in "Tintern Abbey," Wordsworth is able to
preserve structures that reflect the simplicity and conversational tone of vernacular speech in the
following lines:
--- feelings too
Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps,
As have no slight or trivial influence
On that best portion of a good man's life,
His little, nameless, unremembered, acts
Of kindness and of love. Nor less, I trust,
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To them I may have owed another gift, (30-36)
The above lines are devoid oftraditional poetic diction, more spe_cifically the sort ofdiction that
Wordsworth attacked in the "Preface" as "gaudiness and inane phraseology" (264). Rather,
Wordsworth's poetics, and their vernacular principles, are aided by his own self-referencing in
lines thirty one and,thirty five, in which he interrupts the overall flow ofthe poem to add
information, and we begin to see the poem less as a sample oflanguage separated from the
author and more as a reflection ofthe processes ofWordsworth's own language faculties as he
interacts with the natural world. However, it is important to note, and will be explored in greater
detail later in this chapter, that Wordsworth's poetic acuteness is dependent on the interaction
between his mind and the natural world, which is reflective ofthe interdependence ofthe natural
world and the phenomenon oflanguage itselfthat is discussed in Chapter one.
Given the relatively high importance that Wordsworth places on the natural world and its
role as the origin oflanguage, it is necessary to examine Wordsworth's presentation ofpastoral
environments in "Tintem Abbey" before discussing the ways in which the contrast created
between the pastoral and industrial is emblematic oflarger sociolinguistic pressures.
The picture that Wordsworth paints in "Tintem Abbey" is contemplative and represents
communion between man and nature:
These plots ofcottage-ground, these orchard tufts,
Which at this season, with their unripe fruits,
Are clad in one green hue, and lose themselves
'Mid groves and copses. Once again I see
These hedge-rows, hardly hedge-rows, little lines
Ofsportive wood run wild: these pastoral farms,
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Green to the very door; (9-17)
The environment in this passage is not merely a setting for the poem. Its actions and agency form
a large portion of the poem's plot. Wordsworth uses symbols for nature and the domain of man
interactively to describe the complexity of their relationship. The "plots of cottage-ground"
suggest an arbitrary division, much in the way that landscapes are divided and sectioned off for
human usage. However, this initial distinction is overcome as the passage progresses.
Wordsworth's description of the "hedge-rows" as "little lines/ Of sportive wood run wild"
suggests the agency of the natural environment. The "hedge rows" possess their own agenda;
they are not easily contained in "plots" or convenient rows, nor do they grow to suit any human
aesthetic pleasure. The image of "pastoral farms" that are "[g]reen to the very door" is perhaps
the most overt statement of interconnectiv_ity in the above passage. The elements of nature,
which are represented by the color green in line seventeen and the "one green hue" in line
eleven, interact continually with the domain of man despite all efforts to subjugate nature in the
name of human domesticity, as exemplified by the "plots of cottage-ground," or human aesthetic
pleasure, as symbolized by the "hedge-rows." Thus, Wordsworth envisages a portrait of the
pastoral in which nature and the domain of man interact in harmony. However, while
Wordsworth heavily favors the pastoral environment in the poem's imagery and subject matter,
the city and urban environments are presented as a contrast to the peaceful contemplation found
in pastoral English landscapes.
Initially, it appears that industrial environments offer Wordsworth little in the way of
poetic inspiration. "Tintem Abbey" makes little use of the city as poetic subject and relegates
industrial, urban environments to mere settings in which Wordsworth recalls images of nature
and explores their intricacies within the confines of his own vision:
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These beauteous forms,
Through a long absence, have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blind man's eye:
But oft, in lonely rooms, and 'mid the din
Of towns and cities, I have owed to them
In hours of weariness, sensations sweet, (22-7)
Although treated in rather brief terms, Wordsworth's opinion of industrial and urbanized
environments communicates dissatisfaction with the types of activities conducted in the city and
their impacts on his emotional state. The "beauteous forms" of nature that Wordsworth is able to
recall above "the din/ Of towns and cities" sustain him while he resides in such unpleasing
environments. The language that Wordsworth uses to describe the city focuses mainly on the
sense of hearing, which, as Tony Tanner notes, implies an ongoing dialogue between man and
the environment (30). The noises of the city are described as a "din" in line twenty-five and
again as the "still, sad music of humanity" (91) later in the poem. Although there are several
references to vision or sight in the poem, such as the use of "see" in line fourteen and the "eye"
in line eighty four, these references do not always apply to direct perceptual vision; rather, they
often apply to the acute vision of the poet, who, using nature as a reference point, is able to
incarnate language and present intricacies of the natural world that are beyond cursory
perceptions. However, the use of aural perceptions provides an interesting contrast between
industrial and pastoral environments. The "din" of the city is presented as an abrasive quality that
makes it difficult for Wordsworth to access his poetic faculties. Yet, the relative "silence" and
"quiet" of the natural world allow the poetic mind to create the harmony of the vision itself (818).
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It is within the reciprocal interaction between the natural environment and his own mind
that Wordsworth is able to come to the most transcendental and sublime conclusions found in
"Tintern Abbey." The interconnectivity of natural objects is easily connected to other structures
found throughout the poet's work. Specifically, the interconnectivity that Wordsworth describes
in "Tintern Abbey" mirrors the same principles of progressive continuity that he applies to the
living/dead binary in "We Are Seven" and "Ode." Similarly, his conceptions of poetic language
and the measure of its value stem from the same belief that nature is a primal entity, integral to
all aspects of human existence:
And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is in the light of setting suns,
. And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of thought,
And rolls through all things. (93-103)
This passage achieves a delicate synthesis through the complex interweaving of concepts that are
usually discussed in terms of their linguistic distinctions. In relation to the other aspects of
Wordsworth's poetry discussed throughout this study, Wordsworth's symbol of the "living air"
replicates his views regarding the living/dead binary, suggesting that often the distinctions made
between animate and inanimate things are based on philosophical principles rather than actual
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materiality. In Wordsworth's Style, Roger Murray provides further commentary on the poet's
desire to replicate the interconnectivity of natural objects: "[t]he Wordsworthian vision is a
seeing of the middle ground where man and nature approach a common degree of animation; the
life of things becomes more evident when the discontinuity between man and nature is
overcome" (Murray 47). Wordsworth overcomes the discontinuity that Murray writes of by
trying to eliminate the referential usage of language, suggesting that language itself carries with
it portions of the signified, rather than operating as an incomplete symbol of the thought trying to
be communicated. Frances Ferguson discusses the theoretical aspect of language that informs
Wordsworth's linguistic usage in greater detail. Ferguson notes that "Wordsworth posits the
ideal of language as an incarnation rather than a mere garb to thought, only to suggest that the
incarnation may (and most certainly will) not become an expression of the spirit but a "counter
spirit." (3-4) Wordsworth's linguistic theory argues that the act of signifying in itself is creation,
and the poet through the acts of perception, mental reflection, and signification is able to
incarnate the words themselves, which Ferguson describes here as a "counter spirit." Coleridge's
proposition would support the notion that language itself is merely a "garb," or dressing, for
human thought, while Wordsworth believes that the connection between organic language and
the natural objects that language refers to is much more direct and carries along moral and
spiritual implications.
It is through this act of linguistic creation, using simple and organic language tied to the
natural world, that Wordsworth records the direct connection between language and nature:
well pleased to recognise
In nature and the language of the sense,
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
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The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being. (107-111)
The primacy that nature exhibits in lines 94-111 concisely demonstrates the basis for many of
the principles set forth regarding poetic language in the "Preface." "Tintern Abbey" states that
there is a "motion" or a "spirit" that compels "all things" and thus all possible subjects or objects
in terms of language, and even the "mind of man" in unable to escape the primacy of the natural
world (99-102). In addition, Wordsworth finds the most satisfactory "anchor" to pure thoughts
and the subject matter that arguably comprises his poetry of "purpose" in "nature and the
language of sense" (108-109). Thus, Wordsworth's arguments for an organic poetic language
and its representations in "Tintern Abbey" are mutually informative. Nature is already an
inseparable part of the human mind that uses language and the objects that it is able to
communicate and for Wordsworth this connection is not merely semantic. The proposition, for
him, becomes a very real way of addressing many of the symptoms of corruptive industrial
progress. Through acknowledging the connection between nature and language, and employing
this connection in a poetry composed in the organic and vernacular language that best preserves
this connection, Wordsworth's Ballads become a means of social amelioration used to connect
an industrializing society back to aspects of the natural world that Wordsworth describes as pure,
and moral, and full of purpose. In addition, Wordsworth's poetics address many of Coleridge's
objections regarding the artifice of human communicative ability, namely the argument naming
human cognitive processes as the origin of language, by presenting in Lyrical Ballads the
inextricable connection between language and the natural world.
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Whitman and Egalitarian Landscapes
While Wordsworth presents the pastoral and industrial as concepts that stand
diametrically opposed both in terms of linguistic distinctions and their corresponding values,
Whitman creates in Leaves a portrait of an egalitarian American geographical and social
landscape that values both pastoral simplicity and industrial progress. Although in many places
Whitman places value on rustic figures in Song ofMyself, it is their common spirit and work
ethic that Whitman values more than their situation in any one specific environment:
I am enamored of growing outdoors,
Of men that live among cattle or taste of the ocean or woods,
Of the builders and the steerers of ships, of the wielders of axes and
mauls, of the drivers of horses,
I can eat and sleep with them week in and week out. (40)
Initially, Whitman expresses his regard for the natural world and the people working and living
in it. However, the trades of industrial progress discussed in this passage represent possibly
Whitman's most wide divergence from Wordsworth. The "builders" and "wielders of axes" are
symbols of an environment tamed and subjugated by man in the name of industrial progress.
Thus, Whitman's valuation of the pastoral and the rustic does not always involve the same
contemplative tranquility as Wordsworth's poetic vision in "Tintem Abbey." In addition, this
propensity to value a working class in spite of geographical locations is not specific to Song of

Myself. Whitman composes a similar, and possibly more inclusive, construction in "Song for
Occupations:"
Offspring of those not rich-boys apprenticed to trades,
Young fellows working on farms and old fellows working on farms;
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The na'ive....the simple and hardy ....he going to the polls
To vote ....he who has a good time, and he who has a bad
time;
Mechanics, southerners, new arrivals, sailors, mano'warsmen,
merchantmen, coasters,
All these I see ....but nigher and farther the same I see;
None shall escape me, and none shall wish to escape me. ()
The content of this passage again supports a working lower class that in many ways in similar to
the peasantry represented in Wordsworth's Ballads. However, Whitman's vision of the working
class differs in its treatment of those involved in trades of an industrial nature. The
"[m]echanics" and the "merchantmen" are good examples of Whitman's inclusion of those
involved in industrialized trades, which, when compared to Wordsworth's presentation of
industrialized environments, presents a far more equitable perspective. However, Whitman's
shift away from the traditional Romantic perspective of the city, as exemplified in this study by
Wordsworth's Ballads, is more of a necessity based on the nature of his poetic subject than a
denouncement of pastoral environments.
This shift in perspective stems from a variety of contextual factors. Namely, during the
time in which Whitman is writing, inventions of industrial progress have become accepted and
the pioneering and industrial spirit has become an integral part of American identity.
Furthermore, the democratic ideals that Whitman outlines in the "Preface" to Leaves do not
allow him to make such exclusionary statements regarding people and places. Whitman notes in
Leaves that a poet must be "commensurate" with his people, meaning that _in a democratic
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application the poet must enclose all of those for w�om he speaks and value himself no more or
no less than those he speaks for.
As a result of these contextual factors, Whitman conceives of the city and the industrial in
a very different manner than Wordsworth did at the tum of the century. Most notably, the use of
sound and aural interaction with industrial environments, which took its precedent in "Tintem
Abbey," is employed to celebrate the rowdy urban environments the American bard embraces:
This is the city.... and I am one of the citizens;
Whatever interests the rest interests me .... politics, churches,
newspapers, schools,
Benevolent societies, improvements, banks, tariffs, steamships,
factories, markets,
Stocks and stores and real estate and personal estate. (79)
Whitman places himself at the center of his idyllic democratic vision. He counts himself among
the members of the class of citizens concerned with finance and politics. This stands in contrast
to the daguerreotype of Whitman in the 1855 edition of Leaves that characterizes him as one of
the "roughs," a man who by his trade alone finds prosperity. However, the bard of American
democracy cannot arbitrarily divorce himself from those urban residents involved with industrial
progress at the highest and most abstract levels either. Thus, Whitman continues and further
acknowledges his identification with those citizens involved in professions that promote
industrial and economic progress while his diction betrays a subtle contempt for the elite class:
They who piddle and patter here in collars and tailed coats ....
I am aware who they are .... and that they are not worms or
fleas.
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I acknowledge the duplicates of myself under all the scrape-lipped
and pipe-legged concealments. (79)
While Whitman valorizes both the pastoral and industrial working class, it is clear that while he
recognizes the similarities between himself and social dilettantes, the same passion and fervor for
equality is not extended as equally to both classes. The "concealments" that Whitman describes
suggest an artificial dressing that separates them from one another, a dressing or disposition that
does not exist in the more rugged occupations.
The physical city itself is presented in stark contrast to Wordsworth's presentation of the
urban in "Tintern Abbey." What is characterized as an overwhelming "din" by Wordsworth is
conveyed by Whitman and re-contextualized as the proper melody for his free, poetic rhythms.
In addition, Whitman's poetics and his use of metrics also contrast with Wordsworth's poetic
appropriation of vernacular speech. While Whitman's Leaves appears in free verse, using the
rhythms of American speech and a rhetorical anaphoric move toward cadence to structure his
work, Wordsworth fits to a "metrical arrangement a selection of the language of real men" in
Lyrical Ballads (263). This contrast may at first appear ineffectual, but it is indicative of the
degree to which Whitman separated himself from the British traditions, and by extension
previous American poetry of a more imitative vein, while still appropriating many of
Wordsworth's theories on vernacular language as they appear in Ballads. The sounds of the city
function as poetic subject while he embraces the culture and freshness of urban society:
The blab of the pave.... the tires of carts and sluff of bootsoles
and talk of the promenaders,
The heavy omnibus, the driver with his interrogating thumb, the
clank of the shod horses on the granite floor,
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The carnival of sleighs, the clinking and shouted jokes and pelts
of snow balls ...

......... .... ....... ......................... ... ······························
What living and buried speech is always vibrating here.... What
howls restrained by decorum (36)
The sounds of Whitman's city are varied and descriptive in contrast to those of Wordsworth's
urban center in "Tintem Abbey," which only comment on the city and its assault on the poet's
creative powers. The largest agents of the above passage are the aural nouns themselves: "the
blab," "the ...sluff," "the clank," "the clinking and shouted jokes." Their origins seem to some
degree unimportant to Whitman in this passage. He utilizes parallel structures and the repetition
of the preposition "of' to record the things or people causing the sound, but only as an
afterthought to the sound-agents themselves. It is also interesting to note that in the above
passage, Whitman ignores many grammatical aspects of the English language. In a long list of
subjects, following the general structure of (Noun Phrase 1 +Preposition+Noun Phrase 2), none
of the subjects actually takes a verb or performs an action. The passage is rather just a long
catalog of subjects with roughly parallel structures that amplifies Whitman's verse as it moves
toward the final line of the stanza:" I mind the resonance of them ....I come again and again (36).
Whitman's discrepancy represents a different view of the common man and a re
appropriation of the vernacular principles found in Wordsworth's poetry. Even though·
Whitman's city dwellers may be physically separated from nature, the primal essence of the
natural world itself is never absent in the minds and mouths of man, and in Leaves Whitman
expands this natural sphere to include urban environments. Whitman calls the talk of the street
walkers "howls restrained by decorum," suggesting an implicit primal instinct in their modes of
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communication that is only regulated by the existence of social standards. This type of
instinctive language structurally reflects Whitman's views on natural and organic language
outlined in Chapter 1, which characterized American English as a mode of expression uniquely
tied to the natural world. Similarly, this structural re-contextualization communicates Whitman's
egalitarian and inclusive attitudes towards the whole of American people, a fact that only further
bolsters his own posture as the bard of America itself. However, this treatment and inclusion of
the city as poetic subject represents a stark distance from many early Romantic principles,
especially as they are exemplified by Wordsworth. Yet, despite the obvious differences between
these two poets that have been outlined in the Chapter, it would be impertinent to disregard the
many Romantic similarities found between them, including the re-negotiation of traditional
conceptions of life and death and the inclusion of vernacular language in the art of belles lettres,
based on what can be most aptly described as contextual differences.
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Conclusion
Direct evidence of an epistolary relationship between Walt Whitman and William
Wordsworth, or any type of communication for that matter, can be described as non-existent;
however, their texts and theories are very much intimate partners in regards to the popularization
of a literature using the vox populi and the common man as poetic subject. Although the direct
breadth of Whitman's influences is difficult to obtain given his reticence to admit them publicly,
it is clear that Leaves of Grass and some of his earlier works were influenced by many principles
of Wordsworth's early Romanticism. The textual and ideological similarities expounded in this
analysis suggest that a more concrete connection exists between many of Wordsworth's and
Whitman's poetic subjects than initially conceived.
As Price indicates in Whitman and Tradition, the field of Whitman studies has until
recently ignored the relationship between Whitman and Wordsworth in favor of theses that paint
. Whitman as a staunch nationalist who achieved originality by throwing off the shackles of
tradition (3). Still, other scholars propose a second theory regarding Whitman's interaction with
Romantic principles. Leon Chai, in The Romantic Foundations ofthe American Renaissance,
asserts that Whitman's interaction with Romanticism occurs with Emerson as some sort of
mediator between the ideas of the early British Romantics and the American literary scene (7).
However, using the textual similarities disseminated by Karbiener in "Intimations of Imitation,"
which examines Whitman's "The Child at the Tomb" in conjunction with Wordsworth's "We
Are Seven" to suggest a pattern of influence that began almost a decade before Whitman
published Leaves (1855), my analysis suggests that Whitman's interaction with Wordsworthian
poetics is direct and at times explicit despite his public silence regarding popular British poets.
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Perhaps their most shared emblem is the "common man" and his language, a symbol that
functions as an integral part of their poetic and prose works. Their favoring of the rustic figure,
however, stems from all together different contextual factors. The structures of Wordsworth's
works heavily value the common figure and natural life by devaluing industrial and urban
environments. As a corollary, Whitman's treatment of the common man stems from urges that
can most aptly be described as democratic in nature. While Wordsworth views himself as a poet
of nature, Whitman views himself as a poet of democracy and the American ideal. Thus, while
their motivations may be similar, their applications of these romantic principles differ due to
social and cultural contexts more than any other factor.
Linguistically, both authors favor what is considered the vox populi, rather than the high
register of diction pleasing to their contemporary literary critics. The authors themselves employ
a parole consisting of mainly vernacular constructions in an attempt to subvert the langue of
previous poetic tradition by advocating for a poetic language that functions as and replicates the
vernacular voice of the people. This break in tradition is most jarring due to the fact that
literature was traditionally considered a way of "preserving language from the uncouthness of
the people" (Gustafson 306). Thus, the decision of these Romantic poets represents their
attempts at a cultural restructuring through the inclusion of the vernacular in popular literature.
In essence, it is not language itself that they wish to reform, but they rather intend to make
literary language an accurate reflection of the world and the people it is supposed to represent.
In contrast to the aforementioned linguistic commonality, these poets' conceptions and
corollary valuations of pastoral and industrial environments highlights the shifting in Romantic
subject matter due in part to· contextual factors. Wordsworth and Whitman place contrasting
values on urban environments. This discord is most aptly illustrated by their reactions to the
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aural sensory stimulation of urban environments. As Tony Tanner notes, this auditory
relationship "suggests at least the possibility of communication, of significant relationship,
perhaps even of a kind of dialogue" (3 0). Thus, the poets' reactions to the sounds of the city
characterize the manner in which they conceive of their own relationship to the urban and
pastoral. Whitman embraces the sounds of the streets, the "blab of the pave," whereas
Wordsworth presents the sounds of the city as an indefinable droning that assaults his poetic
imagination, preferring instead the quiet solitude of pastoral landscapes.
These spatial differences, however, are not based on particular Romantic influences, as
both Whitman and Wordsworth exhibit varying degrees of similarity to one another. Much of
their stylistic difference can be described as contextual. As Roger Fowler notes, the linguistic
structures of the literary texts examined in this study are a function of the "social, institutional,
and ideological" contexts of their construction (12). Wordsworth's poems are a product of the
sympathies that he developed regarding the simple agrarian peasants of his native Lake country
as the growing British industrialism assailed the economic stability of the region and marred the
landscape with new construction. Whitman, on the other hand, is a product of the noise and
syncopated rhythms of the city. Unrestrained by the confines of what he considers stifling
tradition, Whitman's free verse "language experiment" represents the radical democratic
restructuring that characterizes young America. Given these contextual differences, these poets'
conceptions of language and the function of poetry coincide quite succinctly in spite of the ocean
and the decades that separate them.
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